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This is the full design documentation for the Virtual Reality Medical Safe Space
project.
We are developing the project for Windows 7 or above PCs. We will be using the
Oculus Rift as our VR platform.
This project is aimed to benefit 30-60 year old hospital patients who are
undergoing Chemotherapy.
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OVERVIEW
Using the Oculus Rift, a patient can be sent to a virtual safe space where they
can escape the feelings of discomfort, anxiety and so on from undergoing
chemotherapy and other intensive care in hospital.
The patient will be enter the virtual safe space and be greeted with relaxing
narration using the Guided Meditation technique. The patient can roam the
environment freely and interact with the environment around them using a
Touch controller. If the patient chooses they can be accompanied by a dog like
companion. The patient can interact with the companion and throw sticks for it
which it will fetch and bring back to them. The safe space will be a tranquil
natural environment. See the Level Design page for further details on the safe
space's appearance and layout. When the patient wishes to leave the safe space,
they can do by pressing the Menu button and selecting the "End Session" button.
After selecting this, the patient's view will fade out while a voice guides them out
of the relaxed state.
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TECHNOLOGY
Unreal Engine 4.17.1
We decided to use Unreal Engine 4 over Unity for the development of the
project. This was partly a practical decision, as more members of the team are
familiar with Unreal and this allowed us to get up and running faster. We felt
that Unreal would be better suited to our art style as we are going for a
photorealistic look, and Unreal tends to have better graphical output. (Vitillo,
2017). Unreal also tends to give more freedom to artists with a built in material
editor, and is overall less “programmer-centric”. (Wong, 2017). The blueprint
system allows us to rapidly prototype due to having a faster compile time and as
a visual scripting tool, is more open to input from designers and artists.

Oculus Rift Consumer Version 1 - Released in
March 2016
Hardware Used:
● Oculus Rift Headset (Ports: 1 x HDMI, 1 x USB 3.0)
● Two Motion Tracking Sensors (Ports: 2 x USB 3.0)
● Oculus Touch Controllers (Requires 2 AA Batteries)
We have decided to use the Oculus Rift as it is the ideal VR platform for
developing VR applications with minimal restriction. As the tracking system uses
small sensors that can be connected using USB, this makes it considerably easier
to develop the application within any environment. We have also decided that
the Oculus Rift was appropriate for this project as its ideal for projects that
require less physical movement.
The HTC Vive makes use of “lighthouse base stations” which uses lasers to track
headset and controller movement. (Shepherd, 2016). The tracking system
supports rooms as large as 15x15 foot (Parisi, 2016, p. 17) which makes it ideal
for VR app that require lots of movement. Because of this, we’ve decided that
the HTC Vive was not appropriate for our project as patients going through
chemotherapy could suffer from side effects such as tiredness and/or sickness
and vomiting (“Chemotherapy Side Effects”, n.d.).
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Perforce (version
P4V/NTX64/2017.1/1491634)
We decided to use Perforce for our version control software as working with
assets in Unreal tends to follow the Perforce workflow (“Using Perforce as Source
Control”, n.d.). There is also an integrated tool allowing us to submit changes
from within the Unreal editor. Perforce allows us to roll back the project to a
previous version should we find any non-resolvable issues.
Hosting Perforce using a cloud provider also allows us to work on the project
remotely from home. This works by having a master copy of the project stored
on a server. Each team member can then download a copy of this to a
“workspace” on their machine. Once they have finished working, they can then
submit any changes they have made to the server, updating the master copy.
Perforce Usage Instructions:
https://docs.google.com/a/myport.ac.uk/document/d/1GSOwlU2AQtdjjuzQ-4u00
LKF_ucp_z6uXpPti0GzJXc/edit?usp=sharing

Digital Ocean Ubuntu 16.04.4 Cloud Server
DigitalOcean is the cloud based provider we are using to host our Perforce
server. Hosting it in the cloud allows clients to access the project remotely. The
server specifications are as follows:
Operating System: Ubuntu 16.04.4
RAM: 4 GB
Disk size: 80 GB
Price: $20/mo (VAT not included)
IP: 139.59.168.110:1666
We are using a DigitalOcean “team account” to manage the server, meaning that
each member of the team can access the account. Perforce was set up on the
server using Secure Shell (SSH) protocol through the PuTTY terminal emulator.
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PROGRAMMING PIPELINE

The programming pipeline used is demonstrated above. Each mechanism was
first put into a flowchart by the designer to illustrate the intended flow of logic.
The purpose of this stage was to clearly communicate the designer’s intended
functionality to the programmer, reducing the chance of the mechanism being
implemented incorrectly.
The programmer then prototyped the mechanic in their local version of the
project. Unreal’s blueprint system was selected over c++ code for two reasons.
Firstly, blueprints have a much faster compile time allowing for rapid prototyping
and development. The second reason was in case of the need for another group
member to take over the programming; it would be much easier for them to use
a visual scripting language than hard code. This decision does however mean a
small overhead in terms of performance.
Once the mechanic had been implemented it was then tested by the designer,
usually in the weekly scrum meeting. If the functionality did not match the
design it was then amended in the following sprint. Once the mechanic was
working correctly, it was submitted to the master copy on the perforce server.
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ART PIPELINE

Creating assets
The 3D software that was used to create the assets were Maya and 3DS Max
2018 as these have a free student license that allowed us to use them at home.
The assets were UV Unwrapped in their respective software and exported using
3DS Max FBX Export Version 2018.1. and Maya FBX Export Version 2018.1.
Texturing
The assets were textured using Substance Painter 2017.3.2. The texture maps
that were exported from the software were Base Colour, Normal and
Occlusion/Roughness/Metallic at a resolution of 2048x2048, or 1024x1024 where
suitable. We used a config that is standard to Substance Painter called Unreal
Engine 4(Packed) when exporting the texture maps as this is specifically
designed to get the best results when putting assets into UE4.
Trees
The trees were created using the software SpeedTree Modeler v7.1.1 (UE4
Subscription Edition). Tree files are exported as .srt files and their textures are
exported as .Tga files as this is the standard export format for this software.
UE4 Plugins and outsourced assets
Various Plugins and outsourced assets were used in our project to increase the
overall quality.
● Ocean blueprint:
https://www.unrealengine.com/marketplace/beach-wave-water
● River blueprint:
https://www.unrealengine.com/marketplace/river-water-tool-with-flow-bu
oyancy
● Chickens: https://www.unrealengine.com/marketplace/chicken
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●
●
●
●

Tree textures:
https://www.turbosquid.com/FullPreview/Index.cfm/ID/946063
Forest floor texture:
https://freepbr.com/materials/forest-trail-pbr-material/
Kitedemo kit:
https://www.unrealengine.com/marketplace/open-world-demo-collection

In the Kitedemo kit the following assets and ground textures were used in the
environment
● SM_Fern_01
● SM_Fern_02
● SM_Fern_03
● SM_Buttercup_Patch_01
● SM_Field_Grass_01
● Tree_Stump_01
● SM_Vegetation_Debris_002_D_R
● SM_Boulder05a
● Medium_Boulder_001
● Medium_Boulder_LowPoly
● SM_River_Rock_01
● T_Tile_Pebblypebbles_001_D_R_2
● T_Cliffrock_Tile_03_D
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DESIGN PIPELINE

When designing a new mechanism, it’s vital that the Designer communicates the
design clearly and works closely with the Programmer to be able to create a
feasible and realistic mechanism. The flowcharts are intended to be a visual
guide for the Programmer when it comes to implementing the new mechanism
into the application. See ‘Mechanisms’ for the mechanisms that have already
been designed for this project.
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Drawing the levels by hand may be laborious but they do not need to be perfect.
All that matters is that the drawings demonstrate a layout that is suitable for the
application’s main level. The Designer must work closely with the Project
Manager to communicate and agree on a cohesive design for the level which is
to be mapped using Photoshop and implemented in Unreal Engine.
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The Designer has the responsibility of recruiting and communicating with
playtesters that are external to the team. Furthermore, the Designer must
create feedback forms for testers to evaluate the application’s functionality and
how enjoyable to application is in the context of its target audience. Noting down
verbal feedback during playtesting sessions is also useful as it helps the Designer
with processing feedback data prior to creating the tasks needed for iterating the
application.
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MECHANISMS
Picking up grabbable objects
When the user picks up an object within the level, the object will float in front of
the camera object. The object will follow the camera object but also making
rotations on its local axes as the camera object moves and rotates. When the
player drops the object, the object will fall to the ground [Gravity].
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Stick Throwing for Creature Companion
The user will have a choice to have an artificial intelligence-controlled that will
follow them throughout the time that they are in the safe space [Player Position
Tracking]. The AI companion can be petted and will be able to pick up sticks and
return them to the user.
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Menu and Options
The menu will give the user the option to start the game with the default options
(Right-Handed controls and Creature Companion present) and/or to use the
Settings to make changes regarding which hand they're able to use and whether
or not they wish to have the Creature Companion with them.
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Companion Creature Animation Behaviour Triggers
Animation files used for this (All applies to the Creature Companion):
● Dog_Idle_1_Animation.fbx
● Dog_Walk_Animation.fbx
● Dog_Run_Animation.fbx
● Dog_Whistle_React_Animation.fbx
● Dog_Stick_React_Animation.fbx
● Dog_Hit_Animation.fbx
● Dog_Picking_Up_Stick_Animation.fbx
● Dog_Run_With_Stick_Animation.fbx
● Dog_Petting_Animation.fbx
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CONTROLS

Thumbsticks: Movement and Strafing based on the direction the player is
currently facing
B: Rotate Right by 45 degrees (Right-Handed Mode)
A: Rotate Left by 45 degrees (Right-Handed Mode)
Y: Rotate Right by 45 degrees (Left-Handed Mode)
X: R
 otate Left by 45 degrees (Left-Handed Mode)
Triggers(Held): Aim Teleport
Triggers(Released): Teleport
Grip Buttons: Interactions - Picking up items, Stroking the companion, etc.
This controller design is ambidextrous as the patient will be unable to use one of
their arms due to having medicine injected into one of them. This control design
acknowledges this case and allows for interchangeable controls for left and right
handed users.
This layout has the use of locomotion and teleportation-based movement in mind
to provide the user with a choice on how they wish to navigate the world.
Teleportation-based movement is ideal for users who are more likely to suffer
motion sickness and/or wish to move around the level quickly.
Locomotion-based movement is usable with a slow movement speed.
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LEVEL DESIGN

The level was designed to represent an island environment. This island contains
a farm, a lake, a forest and a sand beach. A small hill is on the central point as
it’s the intended starting point for the user. From this hill, the user can see the
surrounding environments where they can view the surrounding environments
and decide which one they want to visit first (except the beach). The user can
follow the path or stray from it however they wish. There’s a dedicated clearing
in the forest section for interacting with the companion.
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A pier is present at the beach which is the object the user has to interact with to
trigger the closing narration and end the time they spend in the safe space.
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ASSET LIST
Below is a table of all the assets required to create the environment for the VR
Medical Safe Space. The art style for this project is realistic. The companion is an
exception to this as a realistic dog would have taken too long to model and
animate.
Asset

Location

Barn

Farm

Windmill

Farm

Tractor

Farm

Scarecrow

Farm

Wheelbarrow

Farm

Axe

Farm

Shovel

Farm

Chicken

Farm

Fence

Farm

Field Plant

Farm

Bridge

River

Lakehouse

Lake

Bench

Lake

Boat

Lake

Pier

Lake/Beach

Beach hut

Beach

Beach ball

Beach

Towel

Beach

Parasol

Beach

Sign post

Hill

Tree 1

All
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Tree 2

All

Tree 3

All

Tree 4

All

Tree 5

All

Fallen Tree

Forest

Tree Stump

Forest

Rock 1

All

Rock 2

All

Rock 3

All

Rock 4

All

Grass

All

Fern

All

Flowers

All

Stick

All

Butterfly

All

Companion creature

All

Attached is a link to a spreadsheet of the created assets with further details on
them:
https://docs.google.com/a/myport.ac.uk/spreadsheets/d/1Rmc_-j6kfhEZNAco2S
MZli6E42Pg-fA3AodZrF_3yB0/edit?usp=sharing

Naming Conventions
The letter M before each model e.g. M_Stick
Assets with more than one variation will be numbered e.g. M_Tree_1, M_Tree_2
etc.
The letter T before each texture file e.g. T_Stick_Normal_Map
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File Formats
Assets in .FBX format version 2018.1
Textures in .PNG format in either 2048x2048 or 1024x1024 where suitable, e.g.
larger/detailed assets in 2048x2048 and smaller/less detailed assets in
1024x1024.
Trees made in SpeedTree are an exception as they can only export as .SRT
formats and their textures export as .TGA
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SOUND EFFECTS
File Format: WAV only
Bitrate: 1500kbps

Current Sound Assets
Sound

Location

Length

Rooster Call

Farm

2 secs

Windmill

Farm

94 secs

Stream

Lake/Forest

18 secs

Liquid

Lake

15 secs

Meadowlark Song

Lake/Forest

40 secs

Leaves Rustling in Trees

Forest

2 secs

Dove Call

Forest

4 secs

Wood Impact

Forest/Grabbable
Objects

1 sec

Beach Soundscape

Ocean

44 secs

Ocean Waves

Ocean

68 secs

Waterfall

Forest

26 secs

Long Grass Footsteps

Whole Map

1 sec

Sound Functionality
Upon entering the farm, the rooster call will trigger and the breeze sound will
change to a very calm and quiet variant.
The windmill sounds will play if the user gets within a radius of 4000cm). It will
start fairly quiet but will get slightly louder as the user gets closer to the
windmill.
The lake’s breeze sound will be the same variant as the farm’s. As the user can
pick up sticks and throw them, if the user decides the throw any objects into the
lake.
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The forest’s breeze sound uses a variant that adds the sounds of leaves being
rustled. The quiet sounds of various forest birds singing will play around the
user. As a river flows through the forest, the sound of water flowing will play if
the user gets nearby, progressively getting louder the nearer the user is towards
the river.
When entering the beach, the sound of gentle crashing waves will play in the
background. The sounds of seagulls singing will play from the sky, simulating
seagulls flying over the beach.
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TESTING
Methodology
Playtesting will require an external volunteer to be seated wearing the Oculus
Rift headset with a Touch Controller in his/her hands.
The volunteer will be given a brief talk from one of the developers regarding
health and safety while testing the application. Volunteers are to be informed
that if they feel any nausea while testing, they must either remove the headset
and/or hold the Menu button on the controller to shutdown the app. (Removing
the headset will be the only solution prior to the emergency shutdown
functionality being implemented.)
One or more members of the development team MUST supervise the volunteer
at all times for health and safety reasons. If the tester gets stuck, the developer
must ask the volunteer to remove the headset so the developer can resolve the
issue the tester is experiencing and allow the tester to continue testing the
application. Developers MUST NOT use the controller while the volunteer is
wearing the headset as this WILL cause nausea for the volunteer.
After the volunteer has finished testing, he/she must fill in a feedback form as
this will provide ways in which the application can be improved prior to the next
testing session or for the final product.
The feedback forms will ask playtesters to give ratings that range from 1 to 5
regarding the following elements:
FUNCTIONALITY
- Motion Controls
- Button Controls
- Intractable Objects
- Teleportation and World Navigation
- Artificial Intelligence Behaviour
PRACTICALITY AND USABILITY
- Control Scheme
- Interaction with the Creature Companion
ENJOYMENT
- Environments
- Creature Companion
Playtesters will also be asked to write any bugs and/or design loopholes in the
form which will be appropriately classed into different bug types and passed on
to the appropriate team member for fixing depending on it's severity.
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Testing Intentions
We aim to test the application with two different groups. The first group will
consist of users who are familiar with computer games and/or game
development. This group’s purpose is to attempt to find technical mistakes and
errors and to communicate that with the development team. The second group
will consist of users who are unfamiliar with computer games. This group’s
purpose is to find out if the controls are user-friendly.
Both groups will be observed by the development team to note down how they
interact with the environment, write down any verbal comments that are made
during playtesting and to evaluate risks of motion sickness while using the
application.

Results from Testing - 7th Feb 2018
We managed to get five people from outside the development team to playtest
the application who ended up filling in both forms as all five testers were familiar
with playing video games and/or had a good understanding of game
development. The opinion ratings were biased as the results were provided by
"game savvy" playtesters.
All Ratings are a floating point range of 1 (Worst) to 5 (Best). All results
are based on the calculated average of the responses provided.

General Opinion
Average
Average
Average
Section

rating for the application in general: 3.6
rating for relaxation: 3.8
rating for immersion: 3.2
Rating: 3.6

Controls
Average
Average
Average
Average
Section

rating for Motion Control Functionality: 3.8
rating for Button Control Functionality: 3.6
rating for Button Layout: 3.6
rating for Control Understanding and Usability: 3.6
Rating: 3.7

Functionality
Average
Average
Average
Section

rating for General Functionality: 3.6
rating for Teleportation Functionality: 3
rating for Item Pickup Functionality: 3
Rating: 3.2
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Companion Creature
Average
Average
Average
Section

rating for AI Functionality: 3.6
rating for the Companion: 3.4
rating for ease to interact with the creature: 4.4
Rating: 3.8

Environment Quality
Average
Average
Average
Average
Average
Section

rating for environment navigation: 3.6
rating for the Farm environment: 3.4
rating for the Forest environment: 3.6
rating for the Lake environment: 3.8
rating for the Beach environment: 3
Rating: 3.5

Bugs/Glitches/Loopholes Found
●
●
●
●
●
●

Falling underneath the environment (Class B)
Trees are climbable and player can get stuck in the branches (Class B)
Teleporting inside of solid assets, Tractor and Signpost were highlighted
as some of the assets that players could get inside (Class C)
Able to teleport inside the companion creature (Class C)
Falling into rivers/lakes (Class B)
‘Invisible Wall’ when climbing the hill (Class C)

Bug Classes
Class A - Likely to crash the application and/or the device running the application
Class B - Does not crash the application but impairs basic functionality and/or
the application's design
Class C - Impairs non-basic functionality and/or the appearance of the
application ("Class A Bug", 2013).

Changes to make for Final Product
●
●
●
●
●

Control Layout (Buttons) to be changed to reflect more realistic behaviour
for picking up and throwing objects
Implement ‘Invisible Wall’ for water bodies and map borders
Improve collision detection with solid objects - Possibly cube and cylinder
colliders
Implement all animations for the creature companion
Improve the creature companion’s AI so it doesn’t get too close to the
player
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SCRIPTS
Script inspired by Lloyd Clarke’s Passive Relaxation Script (n.d.)
These are to be read by a voice actor/actress using a soothing voice.
NOTE: The project’s Client, Trudy Barber, improvised an induction and closing
dialogue in the current build of the project. The scripts written below are for the
benefit of future development teams so they have a good idea of what the
narration will be like.

Induction
“Take a moment to make yourself comfortable.”
“Rest your hands on your lap and take a long, deep breath for me. Breath in,”
breathes in “hold it for a five seconds and” breathes out “breathe out.” Repeat
this two more times
“Now let your breathing return to its natural rhythm as you feel yourself
achieving a state of relaxation.”
“Gently bring your awareness to the top of your head and feel the sense of
relaxation there. Feels good doesn't it?”
“Now feel this feeling slowly moving down your body as you breathe naturally.
Feeling the tension melt away throughout your whole body, starting with your
forehead, then in and around your eye muscles. And now it's passing through
your mouth and jaw, feeling the muscles loosen there. Then down your neck,
making its way down your shoulders. It continues to descend through your arms
and chest. It's now reaching the end of your fingertips and your stomach, feeling
the tension melt away there. Feel it passing through your waist, and then down
your legs, making its way down to the tips of your toes. Feeling the calming
looseness throughout your entire body now.”
“As you breathe in and out, this feeling increases more and more, making you
feel relaxed and happy.”
“You are now comfortable and in a relaxed state.”

Closing
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“You climb aboard the boat and start to leave this paradise. As the boat sails, I
will count down from 10 to 1. When I say the number 1, you will be back in the
real world.
10 - Deeply relaxed still.
9 - Feeling your toes wiggling slightly.
8 - Feeling the sensations in your feet again.
7 - Becoming aware of the movements all over your body.
6 - Breathing naturally.
5 - Becoming closer to my voice.
4
3
2 - Almost there.
1 - You're fully aware of your mind and body and are out of your relaxed state,
having enjoyed your trip, you are much happier than you were before. When
you're ready, remove your headset and if you wish to return, ask the nurse
that's attending to you and you'll return once you're ready.”
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CONTACT US
Lucy Earp (Project Manager & Artist): up736838@myport.ac.uk
Stephen Smith (Designer): up762153@myport.ac.uk
Lewis Fletcher (Programmer): up769726@myport.ac.uk
Danika Puzdrowski (Artist): up785846@myport.ac.uk
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